Temenos SaaS delivers to the demands of the financial services industry and provides access to a leading breadth & depth of banking capabilities to rapidly compose exceptional experiences.

Learn how Temenos SaaS helps to deliver transformative banking services fast, secure and compliant.

Temenos SaaS: Innovation in Banking

Retail
EQ Bank
EQ bank delivers 40 updates each month to their customers on the Temenos SaaS.

Business
Canadian Western Bank uses pre-built solutions to simplify deployments and shorten time-to-value.

Wealth
Itaú combines SaaS delivered core, digital and analytics to provide leading private banking experiences.

Corporate
ANSA speeds up digitization for their customers and delivers on efficiency through scalable solutions.

Drive Progressive Banking Modernization

We are modernizing our technology from back to front to give us the flexibility and agility of a neobank, while leveraging the scalability and long-term investment of an established institution with 148 years in banking. By leveraging the Temenos platform and the benefits of the cloud, we are attracting new customers and driving growth, ultimately improving our competitive advantage.”

Rod Finch,
Chief Product & Transformation Officer, Bank of Queensland

Banks around the globe rely on Temenos’ seamlessly delivered, end-to-end, SaaS services to deliver better banking services faster, support the modernization of their landscapes, and introduce far-reaching efficiencies.

Understand how it’s done on Temenos SaaS

Get in Touch
Temenos SaaS

The trusted SaaS for banks around the globe

SaaS is accelerating banking. Temenos provides your financial institution with proven, best-in-class capabilities, supported by comprehensive SaaS to enable you to focus on creating value for your customers.

Learn how Temenos SaaS helps to deliver transformative banking services fast, secure and compliant.

Exceed ESG goals through Temenos SaaS

Flowe Bank aims to empower customers to live happier and more sustainable lives through digital banking services. Powered by Temenos and Azure, Flowe Bank achieves an up to 98% lower MTCO2e emission, compared to on-premise alternatives.

Cloud native technology to deliver record transaction processing

Seamless access to a cloud-native, elastically scalable and a highl performing platform has become a critical requirement for our clients. Learn how Temenos, Microsoft Azure, MongoDB, and HID deliver record-breaking transaction performance.

Unleash the full power of your core through our Temenos Explainable AI

The use of Temenos Analytics has enabled us to surgically execute our strategy, by defining customer micro-segments and tailoring our products and services specifically for these segments!

- Fred Cook, CIO Blueshore Financial

Understand how it’s done on Temenos SaaS